
ARTICLES 
 
 
 

INDEFINITE ARTICLES..........."a"/ "an"  (if the next word starts with vowel)         
"some" (in plural) 

       DEFINITE ARTICLE.................      "the"         (for sing/plu. and all genders) 

 
USES OF THE ARTICLES IN ENGLISH 
 
a.- INDEFINITE ARTICLE 

This is used: 
-- before singular countable nouns used as examples of a class.(*) 

A tiger is a ferocious animal  / A house is a place where people live 
-- before names of professions. 

Arthur's father is a doctor  / I'm a bus-conductor 
-- in expressions of price, speed, etc. 

40 pence a kilo  /  80 kilomitres an hour  /  twice a day 
-- before singular countable nouns in explanations and after "such","quite"   
and  "rather".    What a beautiful day  /  It was such a pity   

It's quite a big house, isn't it?  /  This is rather a good book 
-- before names and titles when the person is unknown. 

Arthur had to see a Mr Coombes 
I was introduced to a (certain) Professor Smith 

 
b.- DEFINITE ARTICLE 

This is used: 
-- before plural names of countries. The USA    / The Netherlands 
-- before names of rivers, seas, mountain ranges. The Thames / The Pacific 
-- before singular nouns which represent a class. (*) 

The Jumbo jet is one of the biggest aircraft in the world 
 
c.- "ZERO" ARTICLE 

No article is used: 
-- before abstract nouns. 

Freedom is a precious thing  / A question of life and death 
-- before the mane of places, countries, towns, etc. 

They visited Windsord Castle (but The Palace of Versalles) 
London is the capital of England 

-- before the mane of meals. 
He took me to dinner   / I had lunch at one o'clock 

-- before nouns such as school, work, hospital, church, university, etc., when  
   they are attended for their primary purpose. 

The children are at school   /   He's gone to work 
-- before plural nouns in exclamations.  What beautiful flowers¡ 
-- before plutal nouns used indefinitely.(*) 

Children are often nuisance  /  Cats don't generally like dogs 
 
 
 
(*) For generalizatios we can use the 3 possibilities  


